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Report to the Partnership for South Hampshire
Joint Committee
Date:

27 September 2022

Report of:

Paddy May, SRMP Board Chair
Anna Parry, Partnership Manager

Subject:

BIRD AWARE SOLENT (SOLENT RECREATION MITIGATION
PARTNERSHIP) ANNUAL REPORT

SUMMARY
The purpose of this paper is to seek endorsement from the Joint Committee for the
Bird Aware (Solent Recreation Mitigation Partnership's) eighth Annual Report
covering the period of 1 April 2021 - 31 March 2022. The Annual Report forms the
appendix 1 to this paper.
RECOMMENDATION
It is RECOMMENDED that the Joint Committee NOTES and ENDORSES the Bird
Aware (Solent Recreation Mitigation Partnership's) eighth Annual Report.
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BACKGROUND
1. The Solent Recreation Mitigation Partnership (SRMP) produces an Annual
Report which details operational achievements and milestones. Attached as
appendix 1 is the eighth report which covers the period of 1 April 2021 to
31 March 2022.
2. Once approved, the report will be made publicly available via the Bird Aware
Solent website.
KEY POINTS
3. This reporting period was again heavily shaped by the impacts of Covid 19,
with different operational practices in place alongside continued high levels of
visitors to the coast (an average of 52 observed each site visit, as opposed to
the pre-pandemic average of 37).
4. The team has expanded and now includes a dedicated Dog Initiatives Officer,
producing materials and advice aimed at supporting dog walkers in
undertaking safe and happy walks whilst not disturbing wildlife.
5. Monitoring work resumed, with disturbance counts, car park surveys and
inland visitor surveys all conducted during the winter period.
6. The engagement work of the rangers continues to be generally well received
by coastal visitors. This year they conducted 656 site visits and spoke with
8,298 visitors, of which 97% were receptive to the key messages shared with
them.
7. The entire team continue to use knowledge of behaviour change science to
shape and frame their work and messages. This has resulted in an overhaul
and simplification of the coastal code.
RECOMMENDATIONS
It is RECOMMENDED that the Joint Committee NOTES and ENDORSES the Bird
Aware (Solent Recreation Mitigation Partnership's) eighth Annual Report.

ENQUIRIES:
For further information on this report please contact:Anna Parry, Bird Aware Partnership Manager
Tel: 02392 834140
Email: Anna.Parry@portsmouthcc.gov.uk
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Appendix 1

Bird Aware Solent
(Solent Recreation Mitigation Strategy)
Eighth Annual Report
on Implementation

June 2022

www.birdaware.org
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 The Solent coast stretches from near Lymington to West Wittering and includes the
northern shore of the Isle of Wight from near Colwell to Whitecliffe Bay near Bembridge.
It is internationally important for birds with 125,000 waders and over 10% of the global
population of dark bellied brent geese. Many of these birds travel thousands of miles to
spend the winter here. Three Special Protection Areas (SPAs) were designated on the Solent
to protect these overwintering waders and wildfowl.
1.2 A substantial amount of housebuilding is planned around the Solent and research shows
that this new housing is likely to have potential impacts on the SPAs. One of these potential
impacts is increased recreational activity at the coast resulting from population increases
associated with the new homes. Increased recreational activity is likely to lead to increased
disturbance to the birds within the SPAs. Such disturbance interrupts their feeding which can
mean they have insufficient energy to survive the winter and complete their migratory journey
back to their summer-time breeding habitats. If that occurred, there would be a reduction in
the bird population.
1.3 Bird Aware Solent (previously known as the Solent Recreation Mitigation Partnership)
aims to prevent the additional recreational activity from harming the birds. In 2014, it
began operating under an Interim Strategy, but in December 2017, the longer term, more
comprehensive Strategy was endorsed by the then Partnership for Urban South Hampshire
and was subsequently approved by each local planning authority as a basis for seeking
financial contributions to mitigate the impact of housebuilding on the coastline. The new
charging rate associated with this long-term Strategy came into effect on 1st April 2018.
This Strategy is set to run until 2034 and includes an in-perpetuity element which will enable
mitigation to continue until 2114.
1.4 This is the eighth annual report on implementation of the Partnership’s work. It describes
the progress made during the year 2021/22 and sets out the Partnership’s plans for the year
2022/23.
1.5 This reporting period covers a period that has again been heavily shaped by the impacts of
Covid-19, necessitating different working practices and responding to shifting circumstances
whilst keeping staff and coastal visitors safe. This has coincided with continued high levels
of visitors to our coast (though they have declined in the last year, they still far exceed prepandemic levels).
1.6 The Team has also grown this year, with the appointment of our Dog Initiatives Officer and
much groundwork has been undertaken to position the Partnership such that it can offer
much needed support and advice to dog owners/walkers. The intention is to facilitate an
enjoyable and rewarding walk, whist at the same time encouraging behaviours that support
the birds to rest and feed.
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1.7 The Partnership comprises the fifteen Solent local planning authorities, Natural England,
the Royal Society for the Protection of Birds, Hampshire & Isle of Wight Wildlife Trust, and
Chichester Harbour Conservancy. The authorities are: Chichester District Council, East
Hampshire District Council, Eastleigh Borough Council, Fareham Borough Council, Gosport
Borough Council, Hampshire County Council, Havant Borough Council, Isle of Wight Council,
New Forest District Council, New Forest National Park Authority, Portsmouth City Council,
Southampton City Council, South Downs National Park Authority, Test Valley Borough
Council, and Winchester City Council.
1.8 Political governance is provided by the Joint Committee of the Partnership for South
Hampshire (PfSH) with the involvement of the representatives of the non-PfSH authorities1.
The PfSH Joint Committee approved the 2022/23 budget at its 25th October 2021 meeting.
1.9 More information about the mitigation strategy and the Partnership can be seen at:
www.birdaware.org

2. PROGRESS DURING 2021/22
Overview
2.1. The Partnership has made a concerted effort to return to ‘business as usual’ during this
reporting period, whilst prioritising the safety of our staff and all coastal users by using Covid
secure engagement techniques and carefully tailoring our interactions and working practices.
2.2. Following a business and contingency planning exercise, the Project Board were again able
to approve the recruitment of the full Seasonal Ranger team (3 members of staff), and this
time their work was uninterrupted by lockdowns
2.3.The growing experience within the Team also allowed for extensive progress to be made on
all strands of mitigation delivery as defined within the Strategy. This has widened the scope
of work that staff are undertaking and has taken the emphasis away from purely delivering
site visits (though these still remain a key delivery technique).
2.4. The outreach work of the Team has continued to use some of the more popular and
successful initiatives initially trialled during Covid. These have included creating more site
specific video tour guides, strategic social media advertising, leading more guided walks
and using supporting technology to allow visitors to see the images captured by a telescope
displayed on tablet screens. The Team also ran for a third year the citizen science initiative
‘The Great Solent Birdwatch’, reaching new audiences and sparking national interest in
rolling it out further in future years.
2.5. Bespoke signage has been installed at several sites throughout the operational area,
allowing for our key messages to be shared with all visitors to those sites. The high design
quality of these site specific signs has received positive feedback locally and there are plans
to expand the rollout of these. They aid our work in several ways as they are able to portray
our messages even when staff are not on site, and they are able to promote our brand in a
pro-active light and help raise people’s awareness of the Partnership and they work we are
undertaking.
1

Chichester District Council, New Forest and South Downs National Park Authorities and Isle of Wight Council
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2.6. Monitoring work has again been undertaken, and much planning has gone into the 5 year
review work. Discussions with a suitable consultant to undertake this work have begun and it
is expected this work will be completed in the next reporting period.
2.7. The Partnership’s investment of the in-perpetuity fund has been the focus of much work, with
an Environmental, Social Governance statement adopted and suitable funds sourced and
utilised. Moving forward, a review of the performance of these funds will form part of the
regular financial reviews that the Partnership is committed to.
2.8. The Partnership's expenditure during the year is set out in Appendix 1.

Mitigation measures
2.9. The key mitigation measure is a team of Rangers who patrol the coast and lead on
engagement activities. The rangers aim to reduce bird disturbance by helping people
to better understand the importance of the overwintering birds and their vulnerability to
disturbance. They advise people on how small changes in their behaviour can be hugely
beneficial to the birds.
2.10. Rangers continue to be provided under a Service Level Agreement with Hampshire County
Council. Their close working relationship with the Hampshire & Isle of Wight Wildlife Trust
has been maintained with the Trust still feeding into their training programme, offering
mentoring and providing office space on the Isle of Wight.
2.11. The staffing structure of the Ranger team is depicted below:

Lead Ranger
Engagement
Specialist

Site Specialist
Ranger

Seasonal Rangers

Assistant Ranger
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2.12. The Rangers are still a relatively small team to cover 254 kilometres of coast. As such (when
Covid restrictions allowed) they continued to give priority to visiting coastal sections where
there was the greatest potential for bird disturbance and those sections that afford high
levels of public interaction.
2.13. During the 2021/22 winter period, the Ranger Team completed 656 site visits and engaged
with a total of 8,298 people whilst out on the coast2.
2.14. This season they observed a total of 34,343 visitors during coastal site visits. For ease of
comparison this equates to 52 people per site visit. This figure is lower than the number
of people seen per site visit during the pandemic (67), but still significantly higher than the
number of people seen per site visit pre-pandemic (37). See Figure 1 for a chart showing
this information. There is ongoing concern that the higher levels of people on the coast has
negatively impacted on the bird numbers, with an example of this being a site where the
sanderlings have completely abandoned their previously well-used high tide roost.
2.15. The average number of people Rangers spoke to per site visit this winter was 13. This is a
return to the same pre-pandemic level of 13, following a much lower figure of 7 during the
pandemic. However, given that the number of visitors has risen steeply this means they are
speaking to a lower percentage of the people we are seeing. They engaged with 24% of all
visitors seen this winter, during the pandemic this was 10% and pre-pandemic was 35%. See
Figure 2 for a chart of this information.

Figure 1

Figure 2

2.16. Rangers are able to record detailed interaction information for some of the interactions they
have. Whether they are able to record the information varies according to how much time
they have to submit this information (on busier sites, there is often less time in between
engagements, so precise record keeping is harder at this sites), but also according to the
individual conversations and whether they are able to glean the information from the visitor.
Therefore, the data in Table 1 only applies to those interactions where an answer
was recorded.
This figure does not include people spoken to previously, if this was earlier on the same day. These interactions are omitted
from all stats in this section.

2
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Table 1 Detailed interaction data3
Visitor given specific advice to avoid bird disturbance

11%

Visitor given specific advice following bird disturbance

2%

Visitor has spoken to a ranger before

10%

Visitor already aware of overwintering birds

45%

Visitor already aware of the issue of bird disturbance

36%

Visitor was receptive to the key message

97%

2.17. In summary, despite Covid restrictions, the Rangers still managed to carry out the following
engagement activities:
Achievement

Figure

Site visits

656

Total number of people engaged with during site visits

8,298

Percentage of people who responded positively to Rangers on site

97

Leaflets distributed by rangers during site visits, at events and
through leaflet boxes

3,347

Community events attended

56

Number of people engaged with at events

1,524

Twitter followers at 31st March 2022

2,642

Facebook followers at 31st March 2022

2,379

Instagram followers at 31st March 2022

1,951

2.18. Whilst it was necessary to perform within social distancing guidelines, the Rangers were
able to resume public facing engagement in a way they had not been able to achieve the
previous year, owing to Covid. There was a sense of having to rebuild momentum this year
and re-establish relationships with visitors and stakeholders in order to deliver the aim of
reducing bird disturbance. This was coupled with visitor numbers which remain higher than
pre-pandemic levels and include many individuals who were previously unfamiliar with the
aims and objectives of the Partnership and therefore needed support in understanding
preferred behaviours on the coast.
In any specific engagement, a coastal visitor may fall into more than one category, hence the figures in this table do not add up
to 100.

3
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2.19. Members of the Team continued to work with Natural England and the Behaviour Insights
Team on an initiative to develop some on-site interventions to encourage walkers and
dog walkers to less sensitive areas of the coast. The trial took place at 5 sites during this
reporting period and whilst the results proved inconclusive, much was learnt from the
development of the interventions and the monitoring around them. There is now interest
from the RSPB at a national level to refine then and roll out this trial process for similar
forms of interventions on a wider scale within its reserves. Team members remain in contact
with individuals from the RSPB and look forward to learning how these wider-scale projects
perform and if anything can be brought back and implemented within the Partnership as a
result of them.
2.20. Another piece of work undertaken with Natural England this year has been to provide input
into the signage that will accompany the England Coast Path through our operational area.
So far, this has led to 56 signs being created which incorporate the Bird Aware messages
and information. These will complement our own signage across the coast and help provide
greater visibility of our brand.
2.21. Rangers have also worked in Partnership with key stakeholders including RSPB, Natural
England, Coastal Partners and Hayling Island Golf Club to install a fence at Gunner Point,
Hayling Island. Over the winter upwards of 2000 dunlin and other wading birds use the
shingle to rest at high tide. In the summer the area is used by ringed plovers to nest. The
fence, signage and other communications will provide a safe haven for the birds all
year round.
2.22. Team members have continued to apply learning from a recent ‘Behaviour Change for
the Natural Environment’ course. This knowledge helps us frame the language we use in
targeted communications across a variety of media including social media, website, signage
and leaflets.
2.23. Previously undertaken dog walking market research and other surveys show some people
may be willing to walk at inland sites instead of at the coast. The range of recreational
greenspaces around the Solent has been enhanced through the Solent Local Growth Deal
funding secured by the Partnership. The completed works at Southampton Shoreburs
Greenway, Alver Valley and River Hamble Country Park all continued to welcome high
levels of visitors during 2021/22 as people who had ‘discovered’ them during lockdowns
continued to make regular use of them.
2.24. Good progress has been made at the LEP and Growth Deal supported site in Havant, with
Warblington Farm now operating as a multi-purpose environmental scheme which is the
first of its kind. This year it received national recognition with an award from the Chartered
Institute of Ecology and Environmental Management for Best Practice - Innovation.
2.25. Work on the Horsea Island project continued to be delayed due to issues with the current
land user (Veolia) having to discharge Environment Agency imposed waste disposal licence
conditions on the land prior to being able to hand it back. After various discussions with the
LEP about possible replacement sites, this element of the project was withdrawn and a new
agreement has been signed related to 4 sites, not the original 5.
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Monitoring
2.26. Monitoring the effectiveness of coastal use and the mitigation measures is vital. During
this reporting period the last of the planned monitoring activities for the initial 5 years of
operation have taken place. These have included pedestrian counters at strategic points
along the coast, disturbance monitoring (with and without a Ranger present), inland visitor
surveys and carpark counts with vantage point surveys. The majority of this work has been
supported by Footprint Ecology, a local consultancy with specialist experience in
mitigation work.
2.27. Once written up, these reports will complete the data sets for the monitoring of the first
5 years of operation (they actually scan 6 years, with Covid accounting for the extended
time it took to capture them all). These will then form a base for the review of how the
Partnership has performed to date, including any changes in perceptions and behaviours
of coastal users. Initial discussions with a preferred third party to undertake this work have
begun and it is expected to start shortly, with the results anticipated in late 2022/early
2023. This will trigger the next Strategy and financial review for the Partnership.
2.28. In addition to the work described above, the Partnership has recruited a Monitoring Officer
(hosted by Hampshire & Isle of Wight Wildlife Trust) who will join the Team in April 2022.
This post holder will oversee future monitoring work, monitor the effectiveness of the site
specific projects and help create bespoke monitoring programmes for smaller scale site
interventions. This will aid future decision making as we build a more credible picture of
what types of interventions prove most effective under which circumstances.

Campaigns and Engagement
2.29. Effective engagement is key to the Partnership’s aim of raising awareness and achieving
behavioural change amongst people who visit the coast. Towards the end of the last
reporting period our initial Communications Officer left the post and the Partnership took
the opportunity to entirely reshape this role. The newly created role has a distinct shift in
the support it provides, with a greater focus on it being visual and having a clear emphasis
on campaigns. In summer 2021 this role started with the Partnership in the form of our
Campaigns and Engagement Officer, in a post hosted by Hampshire County Council. This
postholder is employed to support the Partnership for 0.7f.t.e. and the Partnership is able
to benefit from the remaining 0.3f.t.e. in the form of the wider skill set of the Hampshire
County Council Business Development Team. This arrangement is proving very beneficial,
with strong skill sets contributing to the wealth of outreach materials the Partnership
relies upon.
2.30. Additionally, the Bird Aware website (www.birdaware.org) has had a complete overhaul.
The new version now incorporates analytics which allow us to see how users are interacting
with it, which pages are proving popular and which features are achieving return visits. This
is proving very helpful in terms of being able to create more targeted materials and to know
how our social media channels are driving traffic to our website.

8
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2.31. Whilst upgrading the website, it emerged that the original logo was not meeting the
latest accessibility standard for the visually impaired community. Following this advice, the
decision was taken to change the colour palette to make it confirm to the standard. The
change was relatively minor, with the pale colour used for the wording being replaced with
a bolder colour, but it is important for reaching this community and making our message
as understandable as possible. Materials that incorporate our logo are being replaced over
time with the new version.
2.32. Further online resources have been developed to support social media campaigns and
these have been created with an eye to longevity and the ability to use them across
different platforms and in different situations. They are now supporting some presentations
and other forms of engagement.
2.33. In the autumn the Great Solent Birdwatch returned for its third year, running from Saturday
23rd October until Sunday 31st October 2021. The event proved hugely popular, there
was a good uptake and 9,070 individual birds from 83 different species recorded over the
course of the week. The project is a great opportunity to engage with our audience, by
encouraging responsible bird watching and the use of the coast.
2.34. This is now an annual event, which from 2022 onwards will be branded as the ‘Great
Coastal Birdwatch’ and will be shared with other coastal mitigation projects. As this initiative
was entirely created by the Bird Aware Solent Team, it’s a great achievement to have such
support from other partnerships in promoting it further.
2.35. Since October 2018 a series of press releases have been distributed to local newspapers,
media groups and news organisations. To date the take up of these has been sporadic, but
coverage has been secured in a number of significant local publications including: The Daily
Echo; The Portsmouth News; The Isle of Wight Observer and The Isle of Wight County
Press. They have also prompted invites to take part in regular discussions on the Express
FM radio station.
2.36. This year has seen significant growth in the use of YouTube videos and podcasts to help
us reach wider audiences. These have the added benefit of longevity as once they are
launched, they remain accessible to the public.
2.37. The Bird Aware leaflet has been entirely restyled. This new version captures our key
messages in a more concise form and also incorporates more birds likely to be seen on the
coast. This is proving very popular with members of the public and is a great aid to Rangers
in terms of provoking engaging and meaningful conversations.
2.38. Our website, www.birdaware.org, was redesigned and relaunched successfully in October
2021, and provides a much clearer user journey and more engaging content. Initial data
shows the site is receiving more than 3,000 page views per month.
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Codes of Conduct
2.39. Using techniques learnt at recent Behaviour Change Science training sessions, the
Bird Aware Coastal Code has been totally rewritten this year. It now contains just 4 key
messages which have been made as succinct as possible. These have been backed up by
appropriate visual images and it now looks like this:

2.40. Extensive work has also been undertaken to work with stakeholders to create a Code of
Conduct for beach cleans, specifically targeted at organisations arranging and leading
them. This is now finalised and is included in Appendix 2. To date is has been
well received.
2.41. Alongside this, much work has taken place to develop a Code of Conduct for nonmotorised water sports (paddle boards, canoes, windsurfing etc). This is due to be launched
in the next reporting period.
2.42. Preliminary work has now started on creating a Code of Conduct for wildlife photographers
and this will be developed further in the coming year. Over time, more targeted Codes
of Conduct will be created and will form a suite of resources aimed at providing specific
mitigation advice to different user groups.

Brand Extension
2.43. The Partnership still strongly believe that there would be a benefit in other similar
mitigation partnerships sharing the Bird Aware branding.
2.44. Since September 2019, Bird Aware Essex Coast has been operating as a brand partner.
They now have in post their Partnership Manager and strong links with this post have been
established. There are plans to share resources and messaging across the two regions.
2.45. It remains a long-term intention to bring other mitigations under the Bird Aware brand,
but owing to staff changes during this reporting period, this area of work has not been
prioritised recently.

10
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Site Specific Projects
2.46. From April 2020, the Partnership has set aside £2 million every 5 years to fund a series of
capital projects designed to further the aims of the strategy through the provision of visitor
management techniques, enhanced bird habitats, enhanced strategic recreational space or
public engagement and education initiatives.
2.47. Owing to the far-reaching impacts of Covid, coupled with other unforeseen impacts such
as a seawall breach at one site, the supported projects have been slower to materialise
than originally expected. Work is now underway on several and we anticipate some being
completed shortly.
2.48. During the second half of this reporting period, the Project Board used the discretionary
powers awarded to them by PfSH to release the funding to support the 2021/22 projects.
Legal agreements for these grants are progressing and they will ultimately add to the
portfolio of projects supported by the Partnership. There is a schedule in place to monitor
the delivery and effectiveness of these interventions, which will ultimately inform the scoring
of future projects’ proposals.
2.49. In February of this year, a request for fresh project proposals was put out to all Partner
organisations. The site specific project team look forward to scoring these and making
recommendations to PfSH as to which ones should be supported, in the next
reporting period.

Financial Contributions
2.50. The Partnership’s expenditure (excluding
major projects which use Growth
Deal funding) is funded by developer
contributions in association with planning
permissions for new housing around
the Solent. From the 1st April 2021, the
fees, set on a sliding scale based upon
bedroom numbers, ranged from £361 for
a one bedroom property to £940 for a
five or greater bedroom property. These
are revised annually in line with RPI and
rounded to the nearest whole pound.
2.51. Owing to an issue related to nitrate
neutrality, several of the LPAs within the Partnership experienced
barriers to the granting of planning permissions. This has had a
knock-on effect to the Partnership which has seen income levels
drop. Strategic solutions to this are coming forward and already
this situation is starting to ease. The Partnership continues to
monitor this closely and have in place some back-up options which
will ease financial pressures if necessary.
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In-Perpetuity Investment
2.52. Following the advice of the recent financial review, the Partnership sought to invest the
in-perpetuity fund to secure a greater return than is currently offered by banks. This piece
of work was greatly guided by the Accountable Body who brought in the assistance of
Arlingclose to provide independent investment advice.
2.53. Alongside this, the Partnership took the opportunity to create an Environmental, Social
Governance statement (ESG) to ensure that any investments made were inline with the
values of the Partnership. This was agreed as:
The Partnership will • Seek to utilise investments that improve the environment, bring wider social benefits,
and are with organisations with good governance.
• Use influence as an investor to encourage best practice management of social
responsibility issues.
2.54. A portfolio of suitable investments has now been secured and close analysis of the
performance of this will form part of all future financial reviews

Planning Permissions
2.55. Developers whose schemes will have a recreational impact on the Solent SPAs have the
option of paying a developer contribution towards mitigation measures as set out in the
Solent Recreation Mitigation Strategy, or providing their own mitigation. During 2021/22,
planning permission was granted for 3,403 dwellings which were assessed as requiring
mitigation. As far as we are aware, all of the planning applicants opted to contribute to the
Strategy, as opposed to developing their own bespoke mitigation scheme in consultation
with their relevant planning authority and Natural England.
2.56. It is now the established norm in planning appeals for the planning inspector to endorse
the principle of the developer contribution or cite the absence of mitigation as a ground
for dismissing the appeal. The Partnership is not aware of any planning appeals during the
year where the inspector did not support the need for a developer contribution to Solent
recreation mitigation.
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2.57. The Dog Initiatives Officer joined the
Partnership during this reporting period and
has already proved a valuable asset to the
Team. They have been scoping out the dog
owner/walker community the Partnership
wishes to create under the title of Coast
and Country Canines. Working with the
Campaigns and Engagement Lead, the
branding on the right has been created
to support this community and create an
identity for the resources it produces.

CO

Dog Initiatives

2.58. A series of resources promoting safe, engaging and enjoyable walks have been produced
and these are being further supported by training tip sheets and video aids to equip dog
owners/walkers with the skills they need to get the most out of their time with their dogs.
The whole focus is on responsible, safe and enjoyable dog ownership, whilst all materials
support the aims of the Partnership and the needs of the birds.
2.59. Over time a website and dedicated social media will be created with the specific audience
of dog owners in mind. These will further support dog owners/walkers whilst meeting our
mitigation goals. The intention is to launch these with a full comprehensive set of resources
already available. These resources are currently being compiled and a website provider is
building it to the required format.
2.60. The Dog Initiatives Officer has also been instrumental in providing training to our Ranger
Team in terms of how to best engage with the dog walking community, how to stay safe
around dogs and how to promote responsible behaviours within this community. The
Rangers are now promoting targeted messages to this group and have started working with
the Dog Initiatives Officer to host a series of dog focused events.
2.61. Alongside all this work, the Dog Initiatives Officer has also been building their professional
network locally and making sure that the aims of the Partnership are considered in other
wider reaching pieces of work related to the dog community.
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3. PLANS FOR 2022/23.
3.1. The local authorities are pooling the developer contributions through the Partnership. A
budget has been set for 2022/23 totalling £2,104,000. This budget (reproduced in Appendix
3) will fund the implementation of mitigation measures and associated costs including
project staff and monitoring activities.
3.2. The mitigation measures described above are being funded by developer contributions
from the housing planned in Local Plans over the next 10-15 years, but legislation requires
the measures to be provided in-perpetuity. The Partnership is addressing this by investing
a proportion of the developer contributions received in order to create an investment pot
which will fund the mitigation measures in-perpetuity. It has been calculated that nearly 60%
of the developer contributions received needs to be invested in that way in order to provide
sufficient future income to fund the mitigation measures in-perpetuity.
3.3. The decisions, mitigation measures and other initiatives which are planned to be undertaken
during 2022/23 include:• Making recommendations for further years of Site Specific Project funding;
• Launching Coast and Country Canines and growing a supportive network for the dog
community;
• Working with an independent consultant to undertake the 5 year review;
• Using knowledge of behaviour change science to shape all our messaging and activities;
• Actively promoting the use of the Bird Aware brand to third parties;
• Use of targeted campaigns to further grow our reputation and sphere of influence, locally
and nationally;
• Continuing to seek more direct involvement from Partner organisations;
• Creation of further Codes of Conduct for specific user groups.

14
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Annual Report Appendix 1:
SRMP 2020/21 Draft Accounts (period April 2021 - March 2022)
Income from contributions:

£s

Income from contributions:

Actual £s
1,306,331

Rangers

(282,039)

Grants Awarded

(92,700)

Dog Initiatives Post

(42,000)

Effectiveness monitoring consultancy advice

(38,160)

Partnership coordination officer

(34,543)

Marketing Costs

(28,849)

Monitoring Officer

(12,380)

Brand & Communications Officer

(10,205)

Treasury Advice

(8,000)

Digital design

(5,700)

Website costs

(4,284)

Operating costs

(1,897)

Operating Dog warden costs

(1,417)

Total Expenditure:

(562,248)

Balance before transfer to in-perpetuity fund:

744,083

Transfer to in-perpetuity fund

0

Total contribution to / (from) reserves 20/21

744,083

Balances at 31/03/2021
Actual £s
Reserves brought forward @ 31/03/21

387,496

Contribution to reserves 21/22

744,083

Reserves carried forward @ 31/03/22

1,131,579

In-perpetuity fund @ 31/03/21

2,864,303

Transfer in 21/22

0

Interest received

22,229

In-perpetuity fund @ 31/03/22

2,886,532
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Annual Report Appendix 2: Beach Clean Codes of Conduct, for
organisers and participants.

Leader information pack

Wildlife aware beach cleans

Removing litter from beaches is a great way to support
wildlife which lives on the coast.

Since this activity may cause disturbance, help keep
birds and other wildlife protected by following the Bird
Aware Coastal Code:

Here’s some steps to help protect the wildlife in the area you plan to clean:
Check if the beach you're cleaning is protected because of its special wildlife
features or habitats. You can check this through Defra or Natural England. Be
sure to follow designation guidelines.
When you seek permission for your beach clean from the council or land
owner, ask if there are any known sensitive habitats or species.
If you find your site is very sensitive, limit the number of beach cleaner
volunteers if possible to reduce the chance of disturbing wildlife.
Think about the tide when planning your beach clean. It may
be more sensitive at higher or lower tides, depending on
how wildlife uses the site.
Keep wildlife rescue numbers on hand, just in case.

www.birdaware.org
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Include
these tips into
existing risk
assessment
documents a
nd
briefing note
s.

It’s a great idea
to bring
binoculars on
your pre-event
visit

Pre-event check for wildlife habitats

Your pre-visit should take place at the same level of tide as your
planned clean-up time - and preferably within a week of your
planned clean.

Plan the route your group will take when they arrive to reach
the site. Make sure they’ll be able to follow requests on signs
and won’t need to walk on sensitive habitats such as
vegetated shingle or saltmarsh.
Identify the potentially sensitive wildlife on your site:
Resting birds

Shingle beaches, spits and islands, as well as manmade structures like jetties are
used by resting birds. They may be very well camouflaged.
Feeding birds

Mudflats and saltmarsh habitats are essential feeding grounds. Birds will mostly be
found near the water line.
Nesting birds (April to September)

You might find areas of beach are roped off or marked with signs where birds
are nesting on the ground. Avoid cleaning in their vicinity.
Seals

Look our for seals that are ‘hauled out’ or resting on land, especially during breeding
season: June to August for common seals and November to January for grey seals.
Vulnerable marine or coastal plants

Take care of marine plants on beaches and in more sheltered locations which
support highly specialised plants.
Large pieces of litter and debris

Large items such as tyres or pallets may have become habitat for
wildlife. Many small animals like invertebrates are nocturnal
Tip
and may not be visible in daylight hours but may still be
If
yo
u find your
hiding inside large pieces of debris.

site is very sens
itive,
limit the numbe
r of beach
cleaner volunt
eers
to reduce the
chance
of disturbing w
ildlife.
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Wildlife briefing for participants

Sensitive habitats

Point out all the potentially sensitive areas and wildlife you identified
during your pre-visit

Let participants know why these areas are sensitive.
Remind participants that larger bits of rubbish and debris may have
become wildlife habitats

They should check very carefully before removing or moving, keeping in mind
that tiny animals may be hidden in crevices.
Ask them to leave natural items on site

Items such as shells, feathers, cuttlefish bones and plants enrich a habitat.
Advise them to tread carefully

Watch where they place their feet to avoid damaging vegetation.
Remind them to check with you if unsure

For example they should check with you before removing material that has
anything growing on it.
Ask them to follow directions on signs

And stick to paths where they exist.
Strandlines

Strandlines (high water marks) are important habitats
for many small creatures and a vital feeding ground for
birds.

Tip

l to clear
If it's essentia
randline,
litter on the st
ST after the
pick a time JU
ed to go out
tide has turn
be less
as it's likely to
wildlife.
damaging to

Remind participants to:
Leave seaweed and other natural items in place
and undisturbed
Avoid turning things over and digging for litter
Walk beside rather than on strandline material
Only remove visible litter.
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Looking out for wildlife

Remind participants about the Bird Aware Coastal Code:
Look out for birds, move further away if they become alert, keep dogs alongside you
and follow instructions on signs.
Signs of birds becoming alert include: moving/lifting their heads, calling, turning,
stretching or flapping wings, walking or swimming away. If anyone has a dog with
them, they must keep it alongside them, under control, on a short lead if necessary.
If birds fly away from an area, avoid cleaning that patch of ground as they
might return.

If the clean-up volunteers are lucky enough to see
seals during their beach clean-up, remind them to:
Remain vigilant to seals becoming alert to their
presence
Look out for signs such as:
seals lifting their heads/becoming alert
seals becoming restless or shifting around
seals moving into the water: flushing or stampeding into
the water.
Move slowly away if there is any change in the seals' behaviour.
Share your findings

Some things you find on the coast may be of interest to researchers. Consider contributing
your valuable data to the following projects:

Mermaids purses

Great Eggcase Hunt and The Shark Trust

Dead birds

Report to the Defra helpline: 03459 33 55 77

Nurdles (pellets of plastic)
Great Nurdle Hunt

Tip

2 Minute Beach Clean app

Search for BeachClean in the app store

Species of note

Hampshire and Isle of Wight Wildlife Trust
Sussex Biodiversity Record Office
Use the Marine Conservation Society Beachwatch
app to report all litter. Here’s why.
4
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If you find an
animal
that may be in
jured or in
distress and yo
u're
unsure what to
do, call a
local rescue
organisation.

Participant information pack

Wildlife aware beach cleans

Removing litter from beaches is a great way to support
wildlife which lives on the coast.

Since this activity may cause disturbance, help keep
birds and other wildlife protected by following the Bird
Aware Coastal Code:

Check with your beach clean coordinator about potentially sensitive
wildlife areas including:
Resting birds

Shingle beaches, spits and islands, as well as manmade structures like jetties are
used by resting birds. They may be very well camouflaged.
Feeding birds

Mudflats and saltmarsh habitats are essential feeding grounds. Birds will mostly be
found near the water line.
Nesting birds (April to September)

You might find areas of beach are roped off or marked with signs where birds
are nesting on the ground. Avoid cleaning in their vicinity.

www.birdaware.org
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Seals

Look our for seals that are ‘hauled out’ or resting on land, especially during breeding
season: June to August for common seals and November to January for grey seals.
Vulnerable marine or coastal plants

Take care of marine plants on beaches and in more sheltered locations which
support highly specialised plants. Take care where you place your feet to avoid
damaging vegetation

Larger bits of rubbish and debris may have become wildlife habitats

Check very carefully before removing or moving, keeping in mind that tiny
animals may be hidden in crevices.

Leave natural items on site

Items such as shells, feathers, cuttlefish bones and plants enrich a habitat.
Check with your coordinator if unsure

For example check with before removing material that has anything growing on
it.
Avoid turning things over and digging for litter

Only remove visible litter.

Strandlines (high water marks) are important habitats
for many small creatures

Walk beside rather than on strandline material - it's a vital
feeding area for birds.

Tip

l to clear
If it's essentia
randline,
litter on the st
ST after the
pick a time JU
ed to go out
tide has turn
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as it's likely to
wildlife.
damaging to
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Looking out for wildlife

Always remember the Bird Aware Coastal Code:
Look out for birds, move further away if they become alert, keep dogs alongside you
and follow instructions on signs.
If birds fly away from an area, avoid cleaning that patch of ground as they
might return.

If you are lucky enough to see seals during your
beach clean-up, remember to:
Remain vigilant to seals becoming alert to their
presence
Look out for signs such as:
seals lifting their heads/becoming alert
seals becoming restless or shifting around
seals moving into the water: flushing or stampeding into
the water.
Move slowly away if there is any change in the seals' behaviour.

Share your findings

Some things you find on the coast may be of interest to researchers. Consider contributing
your valuable data to the following projects:

Mermaids purses

Great Eggcase Hunt and The Shark Trust

Dead birds

Report to the Defra helpline: 03459 33 55 77

Nurdles (pellets of plastic)
Great Nurdle Hunt

2 Minute Beach Clean app

Search for BeachClean in the app store

Species of note

Hampshire and Isle of Wight Wildlife Trust
Sussex Biodiversity Record Office
Use the Marine Conservation Society Beachwatch app
to report all litter. Here’s why.
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Tip

If you find an
animal
that may be in
jured or in
distress and yo
u're
unsure what to
do, call a
local rescue
organisation.

Annual Report Appendix 3: 2022/23 BUDGET
Table 1: Proposed 2022/23 budget

Item

000s

Rangers

287

Dog Initiatives Officer (FT role)

42

Dog initiatives

10

Campaigns and Engagement Officer (FT role)

50

Campaigns operational budget

10

Partnership Manager (0.6 F.T.E.)

35

Operating budget

10

Monitoring (consultancy support)

140

Contribution to Monitoring role

10

Site Specific Projects

400

Sub-total

994

Contribution to in-perpetuity fund

1,110

Total budget

2,104
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